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Steady Growth Pushes Markets Ever
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from this broad developed market strength.
Bond markets continue to show resiliency as well,
with the Barclay’s Aggregate up +1.5% for the second
quarter, and now up a respectable +2.3% for the year.
The U.S. 10-year Treasury bond yield fell slightly, from
2.39% to 2.27%, despite another increase in the Federal Reserve’s benchmark overnight rate to a range of
1.0% - 1.25% at the June meeting. The Fed has raised
rates three times since December 2016 and now
seems to have settled into a rate normalization path
that is being well accepted by the fixed income markets. While rates remain low enough to provide inexpensive capital for corporate and consumer lending,
the recent increases are beginning to put the Federal
Reserve in a position where they can either act to
stem harmful inflation that may emerge (by raising
rates further) or stimulate a slowing economy (by
lowering rates again) as dictated by conditions later
in the cycle. This flexibility will be important as the
end of the current economic expansion approaches.
In the meantime, Americans who rely heavily on the
income from savings may want to start reacquainting
themselves with an old, long-absent friend: interest
income. While current interest rates on CDs, money
markets and other deposit accounts remain quite low,
history suggests that they will not stay that way if the
Federal Reserve continues to tighten. The last time
the Fed Funds rate was at 1.25% in a rate-raising cy-

cle was in the summer of 2004. By the time that
cycle was over three years later, national average
CD rates had risen to approximately 4%. The return
of similar rates of return on safe, short-term investments during this cycle would definitely be a welcome development for savers.
Despite these broadly positive trends, we are growing increasingly concerned that elevated market
and business sentiment is leading to an unhealthy
level of complacency in the markets. The CBOE
VIX, a widely used “fear gauge” measure of implied
market volatility, is at its lowest levels since 2007.
As a result, we remain mostly neutral in our stock
exposure for clients.
Additionally, we are generally underweight fixed
income investments in our client portfolios. While
today’s bond prices can be justified given the general lack of inflation in the U.S. markets, we do not
believe the current yields are adequately compensating investors for the risks of stronger growth
and the potential for tighter monetary policy. Instead, we prefer the optionality of cash in this environment and are holding slightly elevated levels in
anticipation of a return of volatility and, perhaps,
new opportunities in the markets in the second half
of the year. We also continue to search diligently
for alternative investments that can provide truly
differentiated sources of return.
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